
 

The first thing to do is to understand the differences between rimmed, like .303 & rimless cases, like .308. 

The rimmed case headspaces on the rim thickness itself. The case plays no other part in the head spacing. 

 
 

The rimless case uses a mathematical point on the shoulder of the case to headspace on, as it has no rim. 



 
This has led to a lot of misunderstandings about rimmed case shoulder position, mostly based on rimless 

information! 



Next we need to look at how the rimless case & rimmed case fit in the rifle’s chamber, as this is the second part 

of the story. 

RIMMED CASE CHAMBERED. 



 

 



 

 

RIMLESS CASE CHAMBERED. 

 
The rim positions the rear of the case against the back of the breech, & the shoulder slide in as far as it will go, 

depending on where the reloader put that shoulder. You need JUST enough “spare” for the case to not get 

jammed up as you close the bolt. Any more than this & the case will blow out to fit the chamber, stretching & 

thinning the brass at the other end of the case. Brass flows forwards under heat & pressure, making a thinning 

spot just in front of the solid base of the case. 

This is not excessive headspace in a rimmed round, but it is a “loose fitting” chamber, unlike the rimless design 

where the space from bolt face to datum line on the shoulder is the headspace. 

 

When you set up reloading dies you have 3 options. 

1: Squeeze the case all the way back to a minimum, so it’ll fit in every chamber of every rifle of that caliber 

ever made. 

 

2: squeeze it back a bit less, custom-fitted to the individual chamber of your rifle. 

 

3: Use a neck sizing only die, which doesn’t even touch the shoulder or sides of the tapered case section. 

 

If you follow the manufacturer’s instructions about having the base of the die just touch the ram of the press, 

then you’ve selected option 1, but at a price. Yes it’ll fit everything, but it’s a generic, not custom fit. The price 

paid for interchangeability is the brass being stretched & squeezed more every time it is reloaded. This shortens 

life & also looses a bit in accuracy as well, because the front of the case is not supported & guided into central 

alignment with the bore. 

 

Going to option 2 has less wear & tear, & better accuracy & consistency, but takes more setup time & may not 

fit perfectly in other rifles. 

 

Option 3 has the advantage of not working the fire-formed brass at all, but brass will expand slightly after every 

firing, meaning it will eventually need full length resizing so it will chamber easily. This introduces a variable 

to the reloading process. 

 



OK now we know why & what we’re trying to do, so how do we do it? 

 

Like the earlier post says, you can size & test, chamber, tighten up, size & chamber again till we just miss 

feeling the brass wedge into the chamber, bit it’s slow & cumbersome. 

Here’s the easier way. 

 

Take a once-fired case from the rifle you’re setting up for. 

 

Use a candle to deposit soot on the neck & shoulder of the fired case by rolling that part of the case inside the 

flame till it deposits an even layer of soft, black soot. It only take s a second & once you’ve practiced a couple 

of times it’ll be done so fast you wont even feel the base of the case getting warm as you do it. You won’t harm 

the brass; the candle flame is nowhere near hot enough to do any harm. 

 

Here’s how it should look when done, next to an un-smoked one as a reference. 

 
 



What we’re doing is backing the die body off 1 ~1 ½ full turns where it screws into the press body to start. 

Once that is ready we run a lubed case into the die & back out. . The die will not go all the way down the case 

neck, because we backed it off. But it will remove the smoke smudge to let us look at the case & see how far 

short we are. Now we’re going to sneak up on the “perfect” spot, using the smudge as a visual indicator of how 

far we have to go. If you look at the threads on the die body & compare the pitch (length between thread tops) 

to the length left to go on the neck, you’ll have a pretty good idea how far in to run the die before repeating. 

*Trick. Now go in ½ that amount! We want to “sneak up” on the right point, not overshoot it. 

 

Do not re-smoke the case, but you might want to add a little extra lube to the lower areas below the smudge to 

keep the die feeling easy to insert. 

 

Don’t worry if the primer gets stuck ½ way out! When you backed the die off you backed the stem & decapping 

pin off as well. We’ll fix that after we have the main die body set up & locked. OK so we’re going in using 

smaller & smaller increments till we have it just right. How do we know when it’s just right? The smudge on 

the shoulder, which is unmarked till now will begin to show contact with the inside of the die. 

 

 
 

Now you go in very, very small movements (about 1 /16
th

 turn, or less) till you JUST see a full ring round the 

shoulder. It doesn’t (& shouldn’t) be the whole shoulder, just that first complete thin circle. 

OK now run the case back up into the die & bring down the lock nut & tighten it while the case is still in the 

die. (This helps tension & centers the die.) Then secure the locking ring on the die body with whatever locking 

screw the die maker uses, probably a grub screw in the lock ring itself. 

 

Now & only now bring the expander ball & decapping pin in a bit at a time till it pops the primer out. Then go 

in another ¼ turn on the shaft sticking out the top of the die & lock it with the nut on the top to jam the shaft 

against the top of the die. Do this while the decapping pin is still inside the flash hole, yep, that centering jig 

trick again. 



 

What you’ve done is to bring the part of the inside of the die down JUST far enough to push every part of the 

shoulder back JUST enough to not contact the corresponding taper in the rifle’s chamber. If you don’t have that 

1/2000
th

 of an inch it’ll be hard to close the bolt, as the brass is being re-sized in the rifle as you close the bolt & 

you don’t want that. 

Now you’ve also set the expander ball & decapping pin to just push the old primer out as well. If your die is 

made well that will also have the expander ball pull up thru the case neck just as you get maximum leverage 

from the press handle too. 

 

The brass is re-shaped into a “negative” of the shape cut into the inside of your die, so, if you think of the die & 

chamber as being opposite sides of the same coin you’ll see that they won’t be 100% identical, but they will be 

darn close, & you’ve just made an adjustment to the die that can’t be made in the rifle because you can’t screw 

the barrel in & out. 

 
Here are the vital areas of the case that you’re working with. The base of the neck (curved arrow) needs to be 

fully re-sized all the way back to where it exactly matches the neck of the barrel, you do this by moving the die 

back & forth to get the point dead right (straight arrow). The shape of the shoulder is not under your control that 



is done at the factory when the chamber is bored into the die body. But the position of it is under your control, 

by adjusting the die. 


